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Software version: 1.9.57.10 
Precedent Software version: 1.8.6.0 
Bug Fixes – version 1.9.57.10  
 
Device Control Browser: Incrementing a parameter value with mouse did not follow All/One when 
the Browser was in slave mode (default mode). 
When in there and editing a parameter value and incrementing/decrementing value using the 
mouse (pressing right button and moving up/down): One Mode: Should just do that one / All 
Mode: Should  manipulate parameters of all selected channels -> Just like All/One works for 
console wheels. 
 
SEQUENCE: Editing a sequence step text was abnormally aborted if running a crossfade while 
editing. 
If inside the text editor of a sequence step (the cue text) and at the same time pressing Go on the 
console you would be thrown out of the editor loosing the edits when crossfade finished. 
 
Group: A group could be created by dropping channels in the Automatic Device Groups direct 
access window. This was confusing, because that group would disappear when the window was 
closed. Now recording is no more offered in this window. 
 
Import from Safari:  

- First entry in dimmer curve was always 0. 
A dimmer curve is a list of output values, very often with 0 as the first value. When 
importing from Safari that element became 0 even if it was not 0 in the original curve. 
 

- Importing an OLD Safari file containing a mix of old and new (Safari V1/V2 and V3) 
moving light objects would be impossible to save and reload after import. 

 
- MasterLinks in play files imported from Safari had lost the mode (like inhibit) 

 
Import from ISIS:  
Preset numbers were not correct when importing ADB ISIS files. 
 
All Palette: Dynamics were not updated when updating an existing All Palette. 
 
IMAGO: Imago would cause a sequence jump if playback faders were in upper position at 
startup. 
 
Field: Inhibit Mode did not work properly when not set directly from Normal Mode. 
If the field for instance was in Solo mode and then changed to Inhibit mode, it failed. It had to be 
set to Normal before Inhibit. 
 
NETWORK: 
On Client/Backup: Re-Recording an existing Preset/Group/Look and at the same time change the 
name of the object -> the name did not change. 
 
Action List: 
M-Group did not display and could not be edited in Actions Record Look, Record Group and 
Record Preset. 
 
Strings: Ascii strings as triggers for UDP/Serial and Midi were displayed as strange symbols 
 
Device Layout: Numerical ID of Groups/Looks/Palettes in device layouts were displayed as 0. 
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Improvements – version 1.9.57.10 
 

SYSTEM: 
Resizing a browser window with an open double editor in the top will keep the size of the top 
editor. 
 

     
 

Led status of console buttons Freeze and Blackout did not initiate right at console startup. 
 
Spinning the intensity wheel will not steal numeric keystrokes like before. 
The wheel has to be stopped for at least 0.5 second before it can use a freshly entered number 
as channel selection. 
This avoids jumping to another Channel when modifying intensity. 
 

Initial matching of faders. 
 

Layout modifications of Bank selectors on FaderBank screens. 
 

IMAGO:  
- Information about console firmware version in top of console editor (SETUP / Consoles) 

"Update firmware" button enabled here if update is needed. 
 

- New firmware embedded in software installation. 
 

- Problem with License dongles on Win8/Win10 is solved. 
 

Drag presets to sequence step for compare now available also in View Only mode. 
 

Local menu "Execute" on Device Links will now execute all selected links. 
Selecting more than one device link inside a sequence step or palette, and then performing 
"Execute" from the local menu would only execute one of them. Now all selected are executed. 
 

 

LIBERTY FREEDOM: Startup will always wait for console screen to be detected by Windows 
before initializing desktop. 
 

Selecting a channel in Instrument Setup will center current selected channel if possible. 
Before, when selecting a channel (## [CH]) in Instrument Setup it would scroll in as the lowest or 
the topmost visible item in the list. Now it will scroll in as the CENTRE item, if possible. This is 
obviously not possible if it is Channel 1 (the topmost item) ar the last instrument in the list. 
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Dimmer patching an Instrument would always expand the browser if instrument on top in browser 
window. 
In instrument Setup, after having selected an instrument by ## [Ch], the instrument would scroll 
into the visible part if it was not already visible. Then, if it scrolled in as the topmost visible, it 
expanded by itself, and then scrolled out of the window. Now it expands the browser if the 
instrument is on top. 
 

New Features – version 1.9.57.10 

 

NETWORK: 
- Remote Controls now have property "Bind to IP". 

Enter the IP of the network card the remote control networking should be bound to here. 
If nothing is entered, or the IP is invalid, the card/IP of the session will be used. 
The IP should be entered with .255 at the end (e.g. 192.160.0.255).In that way it will also 
be valid for the backup or any other computer running this session on this network. 

 
- Panel Client can be run in a window, not only full screen as before. 

 
- Prego Multi and Duo can have unlicensed Prego as passive backup. 

 

- Clients with system time that differs with more than 2 seconds from Master will display 
desktop clock in Red. Right click clock and select Synchronize for synchronizing with 
Masters Clock. 

 

SEQUENCE: 
- Sequence step with Preset=0 can be inserted directly.  

Preset 0 can then be used to create Links, as Master Link, Page Link or Action Link. 
 

- Presets can have 3 digits after comma. 
 

SHORTCUTS: 
 

 [C]&[Go] = [Seq +]. 
 [C]&[GoBack] = [Seq -]. 
 

TOUCHSCREEN: 
Fly out virtual intensity wheel in Field. For intensity manipulation on touch screens. 
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Action List: New Action Shutdown in System. 
Parameter Delay means number of seconds for popup to cancel shutdown. 
 

 
 
 
Events:  

- New Time Event: "At Play Loaded". 
Allows starting any kind of Action when loading a Play, like loading a Page of Submasters for 
instance. 
 

   
 

- Subfader or Instrument levels can be used as condition for events. 
 

TRACK window: "Owner Text" in the Track window is now directly editable. 
 

SYSTEM: 
- Looks and Palettes have now a column for Image: 

An image file or a color can be directly assigned to a Look or a Palette. 
 

        
 

- SCALE 

 Scale levels are now recorded in the show.  

 Scale: "Warm if Scaled when loading play" is new setting in Preferences/Misc. 

 Scale is now a separate column in Instrument Setup and Instrument Info for 
monitoring and editing. 

 

- New languages 

The installer will install French, German, Spanish and Norwegian language files. 
New languages and language versions can be imported from Preferences/System. 
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- ADB 24 Subfaders Extension: Console Display window available for 
monitoring/editing/Faderbank selection. 

 

- Text filter in Browsers (Menu Play). Turn on/off with Ctrl F. 
 

- HATHOR can prevent the computer from going into sleep or hibernation when not 
touched.This feature is turned on/off in the Misc. section of the Preferences. 

 
- HATHOR can read Safari files with language codepage different from current windows 

language. 
Specify original Safari codepage in Filestorage section in Preferences. 
 

 

       
 

 

- Freeze and Blackout can be toggled from "Fields" object menu. 
The "Fields" object menu is located at the bottom of the main window. 

 

- Playbacks have now a Master. 
The « Playbacks Master (PBM)" is located at the bottom of the main window. 
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- Frame # are now displayed in scroller calibration list. 

 

   
 

Instrument Setup:  
- A Dimmer can now be directly in 16 bit without the need to use a Template. 

 

   
 

   
 

- Selected Channel in Instrument Setup is now highlighted. 
 

Device templates:  
It is now possible to export User Templates.  Thanks to the function Export User Template, 
Device Templates can be saved on an external USB key in pdt format then imported by drag & 
drop after having selected Browse User Template(s). 


